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VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS OF CONVEXLY GENERATED
SPECTRAL MAX FUNCTIONS
JAMES V. BURKE AND JULIA EATON
Abstract. The spectral abscissa is the largest real part of an eigenvalue of
a matrix and the spectral radius is the largest modulus. Both are examples
of spectral max functions—the maximum of a real-valued function over the
spectrum of a matrix. These mappings arise in the control and stabilization
of dynamical systems. In 2001, Burke and Overton characterized the regular
subdifferential of the spectral abscissa and showed that the spectral abscissa
is subdifferentially regular in the sense of Clarke when all active eigenvalues
are nonderogatory. In this paper we develop new techniques to obtain these
results for the more general class of convexly generated spectral max functions.
In particular, we extend the Burke-Overton subdifferential regularity result to
this class. These techniques allow us to obtain new variational results for the
spectral radius.
Dedicated to R. Tyrrell Rockafellar on the occasion of his 80th birthday. We
gratefully acknowledge Terry’s leadership, guidance and friendship.
Key words. spectral function – spectral max functions – spectral radius –
spectral abscissa – subdifferential regularity – variational analysis – chain rule
1. Introduction
A spectral function maps the space of complex n-by-n matrices, Cnˆn, to the
extended reals R :“ RYt`8u and depends only on the eigenvalues of its argument
independent of permutations [11, 16]. Given f : C Ñ R, the spectral max function
f : Cnˆn Ñ R generated by f is
fpXq :“ maxtfpλq |λ P C and detpλI ´Xq “ 0u. (1)
Spectral max functions are continuous if the underlying function f is continuous;
however, they are generally not Lipschitz continuous. Two important spectral
max functions are the spectral abscissa and spectral radius, obtained by setting
fp¨q “ Rep¨q and fp¨q “ |¨| , respectively. These functions are connected to classi-
cal notions of stability for continuous and discrete dynamical systems. In recent
years, much research has been dedicated to understanding the variational proper-
ties of the spectral abscissa [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 16, 17]. Burke and Overton [11]
develop a formula for the regular subdifferential of the spectral abscissa and estab-
lish its subdifferential regularity (see §2.3) on the set of nonderogatory matrices.
Subdifferential regularity allows one to exploit a powerful subdifferential calculus
for such functions in order to describe their underlying variational properties. A
primary goal of this paper is to extend the Burke-Overton subdifferential regularity
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result to the class of convexly generated spectral max functions defined below (see
Theorem 23).
The variational analysis of spectral max functions builds on that for polynomial
root max functions developed in [8, 9, 12]. Let Pn denote the set of complex
polynomials of degree n or less in a single variable over C, and let Prns be those
polynomials of degree precisely n. The polynomial root max function generated by
f is the mapping f : Pn Ñ R defined by
fppq :“ maxtfpλq |λ P C and ppλq “ 0u. (2)
We say that f is convexly generated if the generating function f is proper, convex,
and lsc, which we assume throughout.
The results in [8, 9, 12] are extended in [2], where, in particular, the subdifferen-
tial regularity of convexly generated polynomial root max functions is established.
Subdifferential formulas are given when f satisfies one of the following two condi-
tions (introduced in [9]) at all “active roots” (see §3.2):
“f is quadratic, or f is C2 and positive definite at λ” (3)
“rspan pBfpλqq “ C” (4)
where f2pλ; ¨, ¨q is defined in (10), Bfpλq is the usual subdifferential from convex
analysis, and, for S Ă C, rspan pSq :“ tτζ | τ P R, ζ P S u is the real linear span of
the set S. Observe that condition (4) can only hold when f is not differentiable.
Consequently, (3) and (4) are mutually exclusive.
Following [16], the authors of [11] directly derive necessary conditions on the
matrix entries of a subgradient for the spectral max function (see Theorems 15
and 18) using the permutation invariance of spectral max functions and the Arnold
form (see §4.1). In the case of the spectral abscissa, [11] establishes a formula for the
regular subdifferential using a chain rule applied to the representation f “ f ˝ Φn,
where fp¨q “ Rep¨q and Φn : Cnˆn Ñ Prns is the characteristic polynomial map
ΦnpXqpλq :“ detpλI ´Xq. (5)
However, since the mapping Φn contains no information on Jordan structure, this
approach does not provide a direct path to showing that the spectral abscissa
inherits the subdifferential regularity of the polynomial abscissa in the nonderoga-
tory case. Instead, subdifferential regularity is established using a non-constructive
argument and specialized matrix techniques. This approach applies to affinely gen-
erated spectral max functions, but all efforts to extend them to general convexly
generated spectral max functions have been persistently rebuffed. In this paper, we
show that an approach based on a more refined use of Arnold form developed in [5,
Theorems 2.2, 2.7] can succeed when all active eigenvalues are nonderogatory.
Two approaches for extending the variational theory to convexly generated spec-
tral max functions are presented. The first uses the Arnold form (see Theorem 5)
to develop a framework for the application of a standard chain rule [19, Theo-
rem 10.6] to simultaneously establish both a formula for the subdifferential and
subdifferential regularity when all active eigenvalues are nonderogatory (see Theo-
rem 12). The second extends the methods in [11] to develop a formula for the set
of regular subdifferentials without a nonderogatory assumption (see Theorem 12).
However, we again emphasize that the second approach does not provide a path
toward establishing subdifferential regularity when f is not affine.
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The method of proof for the first approach builds on tools developed in [5, 11].
For n˜ ď n, we exploit the fact that a polynomial p˜ P Pn˜ has a local factorization
in Pn˜ based at its roots (see (17)). This gives rise to what we call the factorization
space Sp˜ and an associated diffeomorphism Fp˜ : Sp˜ Ñ Pn˜ (see §3.1). The key new
ingredient is our mapping G : C ˆ Cnˆn Ñ Sp˜ (see (43)), which takes a matrixrX P Cnˆn to the “active factor” (of degree n˜ ď n) associated with its characteristic
polynomial Φnp rXq (see (28) and (47)). The resulting framework is described by
the following diagram.
Cnˆn
Gp0,¨q

f // R
Sp˜
Fp˜
// Prn˜s
f
OO (6)
The majority of the paper is devoted to developing the variational properties of the
mappings described in this diagram.
Numerous issues need to be addressed in order to place previous work into a
comprehensive framework within which modern techniques of nonsmooth analysis
apply. The new framework allows us to extend our knowledge of the variational
properties of the spectral abscissa to convexly generated spectral max functions.
Of the several technical refinements/advances needed for the development of this
framework, we describe three of particular significance. First, specialized notions
of differentiability are required since the fields on the domain and range of f differ
(see §2.2). Second, inner products are developed that exploit the local geometry
of the spaces Cnˆn, Pn˜, and Sp˜. These inner products give convenient representa-
tions for the derivatives of the mappings G and Fp˜ and their adjoints (see §2.1).
Finally, and most importantly, since f locally depends only on those eigenvalues
that are “active” (see §5), the mapping G is introduced to focus the analysis on
the eigenspace determined by the active eigenvalues alone, thereby preserving the
variational structure required for the application of a standard nonsmooth chain
rule.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we build notation and review the
necessary background. In Section 3 we review the polynomial results from [2] and
[12]. In Section 4 we recall the Arnold form and use it to develop a representation
for the derivative of the factors of the characteristic polynomial corresponding to
nonderogatory eigenvalues. In Section 5, we derive formulas for the subdifferential
and horizon subdifferential of f at rX when rX has nonderogatory active eigenvalues
and show the subdifferential regularity of f at rX. In Section 6, we derive the regular
subdifferential of f at an arbitrary rX P Cnˆn and show that f is subdifferentially
regular at rX if and only if the active eigenvalues of rX are nonderogatory. In
Section 7 we apply these results to the spectral radius and illustrate them with two
examples.
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Section Notation
1 R, f , f , f, rspan, Φn, P
n, Prns
2.1 pL,F, x¨, ¨yq, x¨, ¨yc, L‹, x¨, ¨yc
C
, x¨, ¨yc
Cnˆn
2.2 F-differentiable, h1pxq, ∇hpxq, f 1pζ; δq, f2pζ; δ, δq
2.3 R``, R`, S
8, dhpxq, Bˆhpxq, Bhpxq, B8hpxq, h1px; vq
3.1 Mn˜, epℓ,λ0q, Sp˜, Fp˜, τpk,λ0q, Tp˜, x¨, ¨ySp˜ , x¨, ¨ypPn˜,p˜q
3.2 Af ppq, If ppq
4.1 rΞ, rP , rB, Jj , J pkqj , mjk, Imjk , Njk, qj , mj , n˜, n0, λjspXq
4.2 gjpXq, pJjpXq, Gpζ,Xq, Rpvq
2. Background
We review inner product spaces, differentiability with respect to a field, and
notation and definitions from variational analysis.
2.1. Inner products. A linear space L over the field F with real or complex inner
product x¨, ¨y is called an inner product space, denoted by the triple pL,F, x¨, ¨yq.
Only the complex C and real R fields are considered. When it is important to em-
phasize that the inner product is complex, we write x¨, ¨yc. A complex inner product
space pL,C, x¨, ¨ycq can also be viewed as a real inner product space pL,R, x¨, ¨yq with
real inner product x¨, ¨y :“ Repx¨, ¨ycq. This distinction is important when consider-
ing linear transformations and their adjoints, since both depend upon the choice of
the underlying field. Recall that if dimpL,C, x¨, ¨ycq “ n, then dimpL,R, x¨, ¨yq “ 2n.
Let F0,F1,F2 be the fields C or R with F0 a subfield of both F1 and F2. For
i “ 1, 2, let pLi,Fi, x¨, ¨yiq, be finite-dimensional inner product spaces. Note that
both L1 and L2 are inner product spaces over F0 with the appropriate F0 inner
product. A transformation L : L1 Ñ L2 is said to be F0-linear if for all α, β P F0,
x, y P L1, we have Lpαx`βyq “ αLpxq`βLpyq. The adjoint mapping L‹ : L2 Ñ L1
[15] is the unique F0-linear transformation satisfying
Repxx, Lyy2q “ RepxL‹x, yy1q @ py, xq P L1 ˆ L2. (7)
As given, this definition appears insufficient since the F0 inner product is not spec-
ified in (7); however, this is resolved by noting that the imaginary part of a com-
plex inner product can be obtained from knowledge of only its real part since
Repxix, yycq “ Impxx, yycq, where i :“ ?´1. That is, the adjoint can be obtained
using only the real part of the F0 inner product.
It is essential to be mindful of the distinction between the adjoint of a linear
operator and the Hermitian adjoint of a matrix. The adjoint of a linear operator L
is denoted by L‹, whereas the Hermitian adjoint of a matrix M P Cnˆm is denoted
by M˚. For example, the following elementary lemma is key.
Lemma 1 (Adjoint of a linear functional). Let pL,F, x¨, ¨yq be a finite dimensional
inner product space where F is either C or R. Given y P L, define L : LÑ F as the
linear functional Lx :“ xy, xy for all x P L. Then L‹ζ “ ζy, where the left-hand
side shows the action of the adjoint, and the right-hand side is multiplication of y
by the scalar ζ P F.
The next lemma provides a key tool in our construction of inner products, which
in turn impacts the nature of the adjoint operator.
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Lemma 2 (Inner product construction). [2, Lemma 4.1] Let L1 and L2 be finite
dimensional vector spaces over F “ C or R, and let L : L1 Ñ L2 be an F-linear
isomorphism.
(1) Suppose L2 has inner product x¨, ¨y2. Then the bilinear form B : L1 ˆ
L1 Ñ F given by Bpx, yq :“ xLx,Lyy2 for all x, y P L1 is an inner product
on L1. Denote this inner product by x¨, ¨y1 :“ Bp¨, ¨q. Then the adjoint
L‹ : L2 Ñ L1 with respect to the inner products x¨, ¨y1 and x¨, ¨y2 equals
L´1.
(2) Let pLi,F, x¨, ¨yiq be inner product spaces for i “ 1, 2. If xx, yy1 “ xLx,Lyy2
for all x, y P L1, then L‹ “ L´1 with respect to these inner products.
As a vector space, we endow C with the complex inner product xξ, ζyc
C
:“
ξ¯ζ. This inner product defines the standard complex inner product on Cn`1
by xpa0, a1, . . . , anq, pb0, b1, . . . , bnqycCn`1 :“
řn
ℓ“0 xaℓ, bℓycC for all aℓ, bℓ P C, ℓ “
0, . . . , n. We also work on the space Cnˆn of complex nˆn matrices with complex
inner product xX,Y yc
Cnˆn
:“ tr pX˚Y q. We use Lemma 2 to construct further in-
ner products as needed. In each case, there is a complex version and an associated
real version obtained by taking the real part of the complex inner product with
x¨, ¨y :“ Repx¨, ¨ycq, where the bilinearity of the real inner product is considered to
be over the scalar field R.
2.2. Derivatives. Again let F0,F1,F2 be the fields R or C with F0 Ă F1 X F2.
For i “ 1, 2, let pLi,Fi, x¨, ¨yiq, be finite-dimensional inner product spaces with
associated inner product norms }¨}i. Let h : L1 Ñ L2. We say that h is F0-
differentiable at x P L1 if there exists an F0-linear transformation, denoted h1pxq :
L1 Ñ L2, such that
hpyq “ hpxq ` h1pxqpy ´ xq ` op}y ´ x}1q,
where limyÑx }op}y ´ x}1q{ }y ´ x}1}2 “ 0. Clearly every C-derivative is an R-
derivative, but the converse is false. If h : L1 Ñ F0, h1pxq defines an linear
functional from L1 into F0 and, since L1 is a vector space over F0, there exists
an element of L1, denoted by ∇hpxq, satisfying
h1pxqz “
#
Re x∇hpxq, zy1 if F0 “ R
x∇hpxq, zy1 if F0 “ C
@ z P L1. (8)
We call ∇hpxq the gradient of h at x, and recall from our previous discussion that
the vector ∇hpxq is the same element of L1 regardless of whether F0 equals C or
R. Lemma 1 tells us that
h1pxq‹ζ “ ζ∇hpxq. (9)
Since we make extensive use of R-differentiability for real-valued functions on
C, following [11], we show how to construct the R-derivative in this case. Define
the R-linear transformation Θ : R2 Ñ C by Θpx1, x2q :“ x1 ` ix2. The inverse
mapping is Θ´1pζq “ pRepζq, Impζqq. Since Repxζ,Θpx1, x2qyq “
@
Θ´1pζq, px1, x2q
D
for all ζ P C and px1, x2q P R2, we have Θ‹ “ Θ´1. Given f : C Ñ R, define
f˜ : R2 Ñ R by f˜ :“ f ˝Θ. If f˜ is differentiable over R in the usual sense, then, by
the chain rule, f is R-differentiable with gradient ∇fpζq “ Θ∇f˜pΘ´1ζq, and this
is consistent with the notation in (8). In [9] this is called differentiable in the real
sense. We say that f is twice R-differentiable if f˜ is twice differentiable over R in
the usual sense. In this case, a further application of the chain rule yields fpζ`δq “
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fpζq`x∇fpζq, δy`p1{2q @δ,∇2fpζqδD`op|δ|2q, where ∇2fpζq :“ Θ∇2f˜pΘ´1ζqΘ´1.
Since we only use R-differentiability of functions f : C Ñ R, we simply say that f
is differentiable. We also make use of the following notation:
f 1pζ; δq :“ x∇fpζq, δy and f2pζ; δ, δq :“ @δ,∇2fpζqδD , (10)
where it follows that f 1pζ; δq “ limtÓ0p fpζ ` tδq ´ fpζq q{t. We say that ∇2fpζq is
positive definite if
@
δ,∇2fpζqδD ą 0 for all δ ‰ 0. We say f is quadratic if ∇2fpζq
is constant in ζ, and we say that f is C2 at λ˜ if the map λ ÞÑ ∇2f is continuous
at λ˜. For example, the function r2pζq :“ |ζ|2 {2 used in [2, Section 7] and Section 7
below is quadratic with ∇r2pζq “ ζ and ∇2r2pζq being the identity map on C. This
notation clarifies the key hypotheses (3) and (4).
2.3. Variational analysis review. We use the techniques of variational analysis
from [13, 18, 19]. Let pL,C, x¨, ¨ycq be a finite-dimensional inner product space with
associated real inner product x¨, ¨y :“ Re x¨, ¨yc. Let C be a non-empty subset of L.
The tangent cone to C at a point x P C is
TCpxq :“td | DtxνuĂC, ttνuĂR`` s.t. xνÑx, tν Ó0 and t´1ν pxν´xqÑdu, (11)
where R`` :“ p0,8q. The tangent cone is a closed subset of L [19, Proposition
6.2]. The regular normal cone to C at a point x P C ispNCpxq :“ tz | xz, vy ď 0 for all v P TCpxqu. (12)
Given S Ă L, the horizon cone of S is
S8 :“ tz P L | D txνu Ă S, ttνu Ă R` s.t. tν Ó 0 and tνxν Ñ z u ,
where R` :“ r0,8q. The horizon cone is always a nonempty closed cone. If S is
convex, S8 is the usual recession cone from convex analysis. Let h : L Ñ R. The
essential domain of h is
dom phq :“ tx P L |hpxq ă 8u.
The function h is said to be proper if dom phq ‰ H. The epigraph of h is given by
epiphq :“ tpx, βq P Lˆ R |hpxq ď βu.
The subderivative of h is the map dhpxq : LÑ RY t´8u given by
dhpxqpv˜q :“ lim inf
tÓ0,vÑv˜
phpx` tvq ´ hpxq q{t.
By [19, Theorem 8.2], the subderivative and the tangent cone to the epigraph are
related by epipdhpxqq “ Tepiphqpx, hpxqq @ x P dom phq. The regular subdifferential
of h at x P dom phq is the set of regular subgradients :
Bˆhpxq :“ tz |hpyq ě hpxq ` xz, y ´ xy ` op}y ´ x}q @ y P Lu.
The regular subdifferential is a closed, convex subset of L. By [19, Theorem 8.9],
the regular subdifferential and the regular normal cone to the epigraph are related
by Bˆhpxq “ tz | pz,´1q P pNepiphqpx, hpxqqu. The general (or limiting) subdifferential
of h at x is given by
Bhpxq :“
"
z
ˇˇˇˇ
D tpxν , zνqu Ă dom phq ˆ L, with zν P Bˆhpxνq @ ν,
pxν , zνq Ñ px, zq, and hpxνq Ñ hpxq
*
, (13)
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and the horizon subdifferential to h at x is given by
B8hpxq :“
"
z
ˇˇˇˇ
D tpxν , zν , βνquĂdom phqˆLˆR``, with zν PBˆhpxνq @ ν,
βν Ó 0, pxν , βνzνq Ñ px, zq, and hpxνq Ñ hpxq
*
.
The function h is said to be subdifferentially regular at x if Bhpxq “ Bˆhpxq and
B8hpxq “ Bˆhpxq8. Subdifferential regularity allows the development of a rich sub-
differential calculus.
If h is differentiable at x, then, by [19, Exercise 8.8],
Bˆhpxq “ Bhpxq “ t∇hpxqu and dhpxqpvq “ x∇hpxq, vy .
If h is proper, convex, and lsc, then, by [19, Proposition 8.12], h is subdifferentially
regular at every x P dom phq, in which case
dhpxqpvq “ h1px; vq :“ lim
tÓ0
phpx` tvq ´ hpxq q{t. (14)
Consequently, in this case, the subderivative corresponds to the usual notion of a
directional derivative [19, page 257]. This notation is consistent with the usage in
(10), where the function is assumed to be R-differentiable.
3. Polynomials
The focus of study in [2, 9, 12] is polynomial root functions, a special class of
which is polynomial root max functions (2). The goal is to apply the variational
results for f in [2, 8, 9, 12] to f when f is convexly generated. These functions de-
pend on what will be called the active factor (see §3.2 and (47)). In the discussion
of the application of the polynomial results to the characteristic polynomial, the
integer n˜ P N is used to denote either the degree of the active factor of the charac-
teristic polynomial (the nonderogatory case, §5) or the degree of the characteristic
polynomial itself (the derogatory case, §6).
3.1. Factorization spaces and their inner products on Pn˜ [12]. Let ĺ denote
the lexicographical order on C, where, for zs :“ xs ` iys, xs, ys P R, s “ 1, 2, we
have z1 ĺ z2 if and only if either x1 ă x2 or (x1 “ x2 and y1 ď y2). Let Mn˜ Ĺ Prn˜s
be the affine set of monic polynomials of degree n with M0 :“ t1u. Given p˜ P Mn˜,
write
p˜ :“śmj“1epnj,λ˜jq, (15)
where λ˜1, . . . , λ˜m are the distinct roots of p˜, ordered lexicographically with multi-
plicities n1, . . . , nm, and the monomials epℓ,λ˜jq P Pn˜ are defined by
epℓ,λ0qpλq :“ pλ´ λ0qℓ, for ℓ “ 0, . . . , n˜, and all λ0 P C. (16)
Note that, for each fixed λ0 P C, the monomials (16) form a basis for the linear
space Pn˜. The factorization space Sp˜ for p˜ is given by
Sp˜ :“ Cˆ Pn1´1 ˆ Pn2´1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pnm´1,
where the component indexing for elements of Sp˜ starts at zero so that the jth
component is an element of Pnj´1. The spaces Pn˜ and Sp˜ are related through the
mapping Fp˜ : Sp˜ Ñ Pn˜ given by
Fp˜pq0, q1, q2, . . . , qmq :“ p1` q0q
śm
j“1pepnj ,λ˜jq ` qjq. (17)
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We have Fp˜p0q “
śm
j“1 epnj ,λ˜jq “ p˜, and, since the factors in (15) are relatively
prime, there exist neighborhoods U of 0 in Sp˜ and V of p˜ in P
n˜ such that Fp˜|U : U Ñ
V is a diffeomorphism (over C) [12, Lemma 1.4]. The C-derivative F 1p˜p0q : Sp˜ Ñ Pn˜
is invertible and given by
F 1p˜p0qpω0, w1, w2, . . . , wmq “ ω0p˜`
řm
j“1 rjwj , where rj :“ p˜{epnj,λ˜jq. (18)
For each λ0 P C, define the scalar Taylor maps τpk,λ0q : Pn˜ Ñ C by
τpk,λ0qpqq :“ qpkqpλ0q{k! , for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n˜, (19)
where qpℓq is the ℓth derivative of q. Each mapping τpk,λ0q takes a polynomial
to its kth Taylor coefficient at λ0. Note that the mapping τ˜kpq, λq :“ τpk,λqpqq is
continuous in q and λ [12]. Define the C-linear isomorphism Tp˜ : Sp˜ Ñ Cn˜`1 by
Tp˜puq :“ rµ0, pτpn1´1,λ˜1qpu1q, . . . , τp0,λ˜1qpu1qq, . . . , (20)
pτpnm´1,λ˜mqpumq, . . . , τp0,λ˜mqpumqqsT
“ rµ0, pµ11, . . . , µ1nj q, . . . , pµm1, . . . , µmnmqsT ,
where
u :“ pµ0, u1, u2, . . . , umq P Sp˜, uj :“
řnj
s“1µjsepnj´s,λ˜jq, and µ0, µjs P C, (21)
for all s P t1, 2, . . . nju and j P t1, 2, . . .mu.
By Lemma 2, Tp˜ induces an inner product on Sp˜ by setting
xu,wyc
Sp˜
:“ xTp˜puq, Tp˜pwqycCn˜`1 , for all u,w P Sp˜, (22)
where u is given in (21),
w “ pω0, w1, w2, . . . , wmq, with
wj “
řnj
s“1ωjsepnj´s,λ˜jq for j P t1, . . . ,mu and
ω0, ωjs P C for s P t1, . . . , nju, j P t1, . . . ,mu.
(23)
Moreover, again by Lemma 2,
T ‹p˜ “ T ´1p˜
with respect to the inner products x¨, ¨yc
Sp˜
and x¨, ¨yc
Cn˜`1
.
We are now ready to construct an inner product on Pn˜ relative to p˜. Recall that
F 1p˜p0q : Sp˜ Ñ Pn˜ given in (18) is a C-linear isomorphism. So for every z, v P Pn˜,
there exists u,w P Sp˜, having representations (21) and (23), such that
z “ F 1p˜p0qu and v “ F 1p˜p0qw. (24)
By Lemma 2, F 1p˜p0q´1 induces an inner product x¨, ¨ycpPn˜,p˜q on Pn˜ based on the inner
product x¨, ¨yc
Sp˜
by setting
xz, vycpPn˜,p˜q :“
@
F 1p˜p0q´1z, F 1p˜p0q´1v
Dc
Sp˜
“ xu,wyc
Sp˜
(25)
“ xpµ0, u1, u2, . . . , umq, pω0, w1, w2, . . . , wmqycSp˜
“ µ¯0ω0 `
řm
j“1
řnj
s“1µ¯jsωjs, (26)
where z and v are given in (24), and u and w are given in (21) and (23), respectively.
With respect to these inner products, (25) (or Lemma 2) gives
pF 1p˜p0qq‹ “ F 1p˜p0q´1. (27)
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3.2. Active roots and active indices. Let p P Prn˜s and denote by Ξp :“ tλ1, . . . , λmu
the distinct roots of p, ordered lexicographically. The set of active roots of f at p
is given by
Af ppq :“ tλj P Ξp | fpλjq “ fppqu . (28)
If λj P ΞpzAf ppq, then fpλjq ă fppq, and we say that λj is inactive. The set of
active indices of f at p is given by
If ppq :“ tj P t1, . . . ,mu |λj P Af ppq u .
3.3. The subdifferential and subderivative for polynomial root max func-
tions. Again assume that f : C Ñ R is proper, convex, and lsc. As discussed at
the end of Section 2.3, f is subdifferentially regular and so (14) holds.
Theorem 3. [2, Proposition 5.5, Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 6.2] Let p˜ P Pn˜ X
dom pfq have degree n˜ with decomposition (15). Assume that f satisfies either (3)
or (4) at λ˜j for j P If pp˜q, and that
Bfpλ˜jq ‰ t0u @ j P If pp˜q. (29)
Given j P If pp˜q, define
Qpλ˜jq :“ ´cone pBfpλ˜jq2q ` iprspan pBfpλ˜jq2qq Ă C,
where Bfpλ˜jq2 :“ tg2|g P Bfpλ˜jqu and, for S Ă C,
cone pSq :“ tτζ|τ P R`, ζ P Su.
For λ˜j P Af pp˜q at which (3) holds, define
Dpnj , λ˜jq :“tθ | xθ, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yCďxi∇fpλ˜jq,∇2fpλ˜jqpi∇fpλ˜jqqyC{nju Ă C.
Next, set
Dp˜ :“ conv pt0u ˆ
mą
j“1
Γpnj , λ˜jqq Ă Cn˜`1,
where, for j R If pp˜q, Γpnj , λ˜jq :“ t0u Ă Cnj and, for j P If pp˜q,
Γpnj, λ˜jq :“
#
p´Bfpλ˜jq{njq ˆDpnj , λ˜jq ˆ Cnj´2 if (3) holds at λ˜j,
p´Bfpλ˜jq{njq ˆQpλ˜jq ˆ Cnj´2 if (4) holds at λ˜j
Ă Cnj .
Then
D8p˜ “ t0u ˆ
mą
j“1
Γpnj , λ˜jq8 with Γpnj , λ˜jq8“t0u ˆQpλ˜jq ˆ Cnj´1,
and, with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨ypPn˜,p˜q given in (26),
Bˆfpp˜q “ F 1p˜p0q ˝ T ´1p˜ pDp˜q and Bˆfpp˜q8 “ F 1p˜p0q ˝ T ´1p˜ pD8p˜ q, (30)
where F 1p˜p0q and Tp˜ are given in (18) and (20), respectively.
If f satisfies (3) for all λ˜j P Af pp˜q, then f is subdifferentially regular at p˜ and
(30) gives the general and horizon subdifferentials, respectively, for f at p˜.
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Theorem 4. [2, Theorem 3.3] Let f and p˜ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.
Let v “ F 1p˜p0qpω0, w1, . . . , wmq, where wj “
řnj
s“1 ωjsepnj´s,λ˜jq P Pnj´1 for all j P
t1, . . .mu, with ωjs P C, for s P t1, . . . , nju. If v satisfies
0 “ xg,a´ωj2yC for all j P If pp˜q and g P Bfpλ˜jq, and (31)
0 “ ωjs for all s P t3, . . . , nju and j P If pp˜q, (32)
then
dfpp˜qpvq “ max
jPIf pp˜q
tp f 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q ` κju
where, for j P If pp˜q,
κj :“
#
f2pλ˜j ;?´ωj2,?´ωj2q q{nj if (3) holds at λ˜j,
0 if (4) holds at λ˜j;
otherwise, dfpp˜qpvq “ `8. In addition, dfpp˜q is proper, lsc, and sublinear.
4. The Derivative of the Nonderogatory Factor
We now recall Arnold form [1] and its application in [5] for describing the local
variational behavior of the Jordan form.
4.1. Arnold Form. Let rΞ :“ tλ˜1, . . . , λ˜mu (33)
be a subset of the distinct eigenvalues of rX P Cnˆn. The Jordan structure of rX
relative to these eigenvalues is given by
J :“ rP rX rP´1“Diag p rB, J1, . . . , Jmq, where Jj :“Diag pJ p1qj , . . . , J pqjqj q (34)
and J
pkq
j is an mjk ˆmjk Jordan block
J
pkq
j :“ λ˜jImjk `Njk, k “ 1, . . . , qj , j “ 1, . . . ,m, (35)
where Njk P Cmjkˆmjk is the nilpotent matrix given by ones on the superdiagonal
and zeros elsewhere, and Imjk P Cmjkˆmjk is the identity matrix. With this nota-
tion, qj is the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ˜j . The algebraic multiplicity
of λ˜j is nj :“
řqj
k“1mjk. The size of the largest Jordan block for an eigenvalue is
mj :“ max
k“1,...,qj
mjk. (36)
Set n˜ :“ řmj“1 nj and n0 :“ n ´ n˜. The matrix rB P Cn0ˆn0 (possibly of size 0)
corresponds to the eigenvalues not included in rΞ. The eigenvalue λ˜j is nonderoga-
tory if qj “ 1 (equivalently mj “ nj). The matrix rX is nonderogatory if all of its
eigenvalues are nonderogatory.
Theorem 5 (Arnold Form). [5, Theorems 2.2, 2.7] Suppose that all eigenvalues inrΞ are nonderogatory. We suppress the index k since qj “ 1. Then there exists a
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neighborhood Ω of rX P Cnˆn and smooth maps P : Ω Ñ Cnˆn, B : Ω Ñ Cn0ˆn0
and, for j P t1, . . . ,mu and s P t0, 1, . . . , nj ´ 1u, λjs : ΩÑ C such that
P pXqXP pXq´1 “Diag pBpXq, 0, . . . , 0q `řmj“1 JˇjpXq P Cnˆn,
λjsp rXq “ 0, s “ 0, 1, . . . , nj ´ 1,
P p rXq “ rP , Bp rXq “ rB, and
P p rXq rXP p rXq´1 “ Diag pBp rXq, J1, . . . , Jmq,
where
JˇjpXq :“ λ˜jJj0 ` Jj1 `
řnj´1
s“0 λjspXqJ˚js,
Jjs :“ Diag p0, . . . , 0, Nsj , 0, . . . , 0q, and
Jj0 :“ Diag p0, . . . , 0, Inj , 0, . . . , 0q,
with Nsj and Inj in the λ˜j diagonal block (see (34)). Finally, the functions λjs are
uniquely defined on Ω, though the maps P and B are not unique.
Remark 6. Theorem 5 illustrates a fundamental difference between the symmetric
and nonsymmetric cases. In the symmetric case, the matrices are unitarily diago-
nalizable so there are no nilpotent matrices Nj and the mappings λjs reduce to the
eigenvalue mapping λj . In this case, a seminal result due to Lewis [16, Theorem
6] shows that the variational properties depend on the eigenvalues. On the other
hand, in the nonsymmetric case they depend on the entire family of functions λjs.
Lemma 7. [5, Lemma 2.12]. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5. Then the
gradients (see (8)) of the functions λjs : C
nˆn Ñ C are given by ∇λjsp rXq “
pnj ´ sq´1 rP˚J˚js rP´˚, and
pλ1jsp rXqq‹ζ “ ζpnj ´ sq´1 rP˚J˚js rP´˚ @ ζ P C
with respect to the inner product x¨, ¨yc
Cnˆn
(see (9)).
4.2. The derivative of the nonderogatory characteristic factors. The local
factorization of X on Ω described in Theorem 5 can be used to describe a local
factorization of the characteristic polynomial det pλI ´Xq near rX. The following
technical lemma allows us to represent the coefficients of the factors of the charac-
teristic polynomial in terms of the functions λjs in Theorem 5.
Lemma 8. Let J P Cnˆn be a Jordan matrix having ones on the superdiagonal and
zeros elsewhere, ξ P C, and λ “ pλ0, . . . , λn´1q P Cn. Consider the matrix
ξIn ´ J ´
řn´1
s“0λspJ˚qs “ ξIn ´
»———–
λ0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
λ1 λ0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 1
λn´1 λn´2 λn´3 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ0
fiffiffiffifl.
Then
detpξIn´J´
řn´1
s“0λspJ˚qsq “ ξn´
řn´1
s“0 pn´ sqλsξn´s´1`opλq (37)
where J0 :“ In.
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Proof. First consider matrices of the form
As :“
»—————–
a0 ´1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
a1 a0 ´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
a2 a1 a0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . ´1
as´1 as´2 as´3 ¨ ¨ ¨ a0
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P C
sˆs,
for s “ 1, . . . , n, where a0, a1, . . . , as´1 P C so that for s “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, As is the
lower right (or upper left) sˆ s block of As`1. Note that detpAnq equals
an´1`an´2 detpA1q`an´3 detpA2q`¨ ¨ ¨`a1 detpAn´2q`a0 detpAn´1q. (38)
To see this, expand the determinant on the first column of An and observe that
when the sth row and first column is deleted from An, the resulting pn´1qˆpn´1q
matrix is lower block triangular with only two diagonal blocks, where the upper
diagonal block is an ps ´ 1q ˆ ps ´ 1q lower triangular matrix with ´1 in every
diagonal entry and the lower diagonal pn´ sq ˆ pn´ sq block equals An´s.
To establish the lemma, we need to find detpAnq with a0 “ ξ´λ0 and as “ ´λs
for s “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. For n “ 1, A1 “ pξ ´ λ0q. For n “ 2,
det
„ pξ ´ λ0q ´1
´λ1 pξ ´ λ0q

“ pξ ´ λ0q2 ´ λ1 “ ξ2 ´ 2λ0ξ ´ λ1 ` opλq.
Suppose (37) holds for s “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. This together with (38) implies
detpAnq “ ´ λn´1 ´ λn´2pξ ´ λ0q ´ λn´3pξ2 ´ 2λ0ξ ´ λ1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨
´λ1pξn´2 ´
řpn´2q´1
s“0 ppn´ 2q ´ sqλsξpn´2q´s´1q
`pξ ´ λ0qpξn´1 ´
řpn´1q´1
s“0 ppn´ 1q ´ sqλsξpn´1q´s´1q ` opλq.
Collecting like powers of ξ establishes the result:
detpAnq “ ξn ´ λ0ξn´1 ´řpn´1q´1s“0 ppn´ 1q ´ sqλsξn´s´1 ´řn´1s“1 λsξn´s´1 ` opλq
“ ξn ´ λ0ξn´1 ´ pn´ 1qλ0ξn´1 ´
´řpn´1q´1
s“1 pn´ sqλsξ
n´s´1
¯
´ λn´1 ` opλq,
“ ξn ´ nλ0ξn´1 ´
´řpn´1q´1
s“1 pn´ sqλsξ
n´s´1
¯
´ λn´1 ` opλq,
“ ξn ´řn´1
s“0 pn´ sqλsξ
n´s´1 ` opλq.

Lemma 9. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5. Let j P t1, . . . ,mu and define
gj : ΩÑ Pnj´1 by
gjpXq :“ Φnj p pJjpXqq ´ epnj ,λ˜jq , (39)
where Φnj and epnj ,λ˜jq are defined in (5) and (16), respectively, andpJjpXq :“ λ˜jInj ` Jj `řnj´1s“0 λjspXqpJsj q˚. (40)
Then
gjpXq“ ´řnj´1s“0 pnj´sqλjspXqepnj´s´1,λ˜jq ` opλj0pXq, . . . , λjpnj´1qpXqq. (41)
Moreover, gjp rXq “ 0, and, with respect to the inner products
x¨, ¨yc
rnj´1,λ˜j s
:“ řnj´1s“0 Aτpnj´s´1,λ˜jqp¨q, τpnj´s´1,λ˜jqp¨qEc
C
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on Pnj´1 and x¨, ¨yc
Cnˆn
on Cnˆn,
pg1jp rXqq‹ “ ´řnj´1s“0 rP˚J˚js rP´˚ τpnj´s´1,λ˜jq, (42)
where the mapping τpk,λ0q is defined in (19). In particular, pg1jp rXqq‹ is injective.
Proof. Let j P t1, . . . ,mu and gj be as given in (39). Combining Theorem 5 with
Lemma 8 where ξ :“ pλ ´ λ˜jq, J :“ Jj and n :“ nj gives (41). Since λjsp rXq “ 0
for s “ 0, 1, . . . , nj ´ 1, we have gjp rXq “ 0 and
g1jpXq “ ´
řnj´1
s“0 pnj ´ sqepnj´s´1,λ˜jqλ1jspXq.
Let M P Cnˆn and set h :“ řnj´1k“0 ckepnj´k´1,λ˜jq P Pnj´1. ThenA
pg1jp rXqq‹h,MEc
Cnˆn
“
A
h, g1jp rXqMEc
rnj´1,λ˜j s
“ ´
Ařnj´1
k“0 ckepnj´k´1,λ˜jq,
´řnj´1
s“0 pnj ´ sqepnj´s´1,λ˜jqλ1jsp rXq¯MEcrnj´1,λ˜j s
“ ´řnj´1s“0 Acs, pnj ´ sqλ1jsp rXqMEc
C
“ ´řnj´1s“0 Apλ1jsp rXqq‹cs, pnj ´ sqMEc
Cnˆn
“ ´řnj´1s“0 Apnj ´ sq´1 rP˚J˚js rP´˚cs, pnj ´ sqMEc
Cnˆn
(by Lemma 7)
“ ´řnj´1s“0 A rP˚J˚js rP´˚cs,MEc
Cnˆn
“
A´
´řnj´1s“0 rP˚J˚js rP´˚τpnj´s´1,λ˜jq¯ h,MEc
Cnˆn
,
which proves (42). Moreover, the matrices t rP˚J˚js rP´˚unj´1s“0 are linearly indepen-
dent on Cnˆn (over C or R) and τpnj´s´1,λ˜jqphq “ 0 for all s “ 0, . . . , nj ´ 1 only
if h “ 0. Hence pg1jp rXqq‹h “ 0 only if h “ 0, implying pg1jp rXqq‹ is injective. 
We now combine the functions gj into a single function G : CˆΩÑ Sp˜, where
p˜ P Pn˜ is the polynomial in (15) with rΞ :“ tλ˜1, . . . , λ˜mu as in (33):
Gpζ,Xq :“ pζ, g1pXq, . . . , gmpXqq. (43)
Note that the mapping G depends on rX, is C-linear (the identity on C) in its first
component, and satisfies
Gp0, rXq “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q “ 0. (44)
Theorem 10 (Nonderogatory Characteristic Factor Derivatives). Let the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 5 hold. Let G : tζ : |ζ| ă 1u ˆ ΩÑ Sp˜ be as in (43).
Let R : Cn˜`1 Ñ Cˆ Cnˆn be the C-linear transformation given by
Rpvq :“
´
v0, ´
řm
j“1
řnj´1
s“0 vjs
rP˚J˚js rP´˚¯ , (45)
for all v :“ pv0, v10, . . . , v1pn1´1q, . . . , vm0, . . . , vmpnm´1qq P Cn˜`1. Then
pG1pζ, rXqq‹ “ R ˝ Tp˜ (46)
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with respect to the inner products x¨, ¨yc
Sp˜
(see (22)) and xpζ,Xq, pω, Y qyc :“ xζ, ωyc
C
`
xX,Y yc
Cnˆn
on Cˆ Cnˆn, where Tp˜ is defined in (20). In addition, pG1pζ, rXqq‹ is
injective.
Proof. The representation (46) follows immediately from Lemma 9. Injectivity
follows from the linear independence of the matrices Jjs P Cnˆn for s “ 0, . . . , nj´1
and j “ 1, . . . ,m, and the fact that Tp˜ is a C-linear isomorphism. 
5. Matrices: chain rule for the nonderogatory case
Let us now suppose that the eigenvalues in rΞ (see (33)) are the active roots (see
(28)) of the characteristic polynomial Φnp rXq. We call rΞ the set of active eigenvalues
of f at rX , denoted by Afp rXq. The corresponding active indices are denoted by
Ifp rXq. In (15), p˜ is called the active factor of the characteristic polynomial
Φnp rXq “ Φn˜p pJp rXqqΦn0pBp rXqq “ p˜Φn0pBp rXqq, (47)
where pJpXq :“ Diag p pJ1pXq, . . . , pJmpXqq,
with pJj defined in (40). If all active eigenvalues are nonderogatory, we have
fpXq “ pf ˝ Fp˜ ˝Gqpζ,Xq
for all X near rX and |ζ| ă 1. By (44), Fp˜pGp0, rXqq “ Fp˜p0q “ p˜. The regular
and general subdifferentials of f near rX can be obtained by computing the corre-
sponding objects for the mapping f ˝ Fp˜ ˝ G. The diagram in (6) illustrates the
relationship between the mappings f , Fp˜, G, and f, defined in (2), (17), (43), and
(1), respectively. We apply a nonsmooth chain rule to the representation f ˝Fp˜ ˝G
to obtain a formula for the subdifferential of f.
Theorem 11 (Nonsmooth Chain Rule). [19, Theorem 10.6] Suppose hpxq :“
gpHpxqq for a proper, lsc function g : Rm Ñ R and a smooth mapping H : Rn Ñ
R
m. Then, at any point x˜ P dom phq “ H´1pdom pgqq,
Bˆhpx˜q Ą H 1px˜q‹BˆgpHpx˜qq.
If `
y P B8gpHpx˜qq and pH 1px˜qq‹y “ 0 ˘ ùñ y “ 0,
then
Bhpx˜q Ă pH 1px˜qq‹BgpHpx˜qq and B8hpx˜q Ă pH 1px˜qq‹B8gpHpx˜qq.
If, in addition, g is regular at Hpx˜q, then h is regular at x˜,
Bhpx˜q “ pH 1px˜qq‹BgpHpx˜qq and B8hpx˜q “ pH 1px˜qq‹B8gpHpx˜qq.
Theorem 12 (Chain Rule for f). Let f : CÑ R be proper, convex, lsc and let f be
as in (1). Suppose that rX P Cnˆn is such that the notation of Section 4 holds, f
satisfies either (3) or (4) at λ˜j for each j P t1, . . . ,mu, and Φnp rXq has active factor
p˜ given by (15) and satisfying (29). If λ˜j is nonderogatory for all j P t1, . . . ,mu,
then
Bˆfp rXq Ą  Y P Cnˆn | p0, Y q P RpDp˜q( ,
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where Dp˜ and R are as defined in Theorem 3 and (45), respectively. If f satisfies
(3) at λ˜j for all j P t1, . . . ,mu, then f is subdifferentially regular at rX with
Bfp rXq “  Y P Cnˆn | p0, Y q P RpDp˜q( , and
B8fp rXq “  Y P Cnˆn ˇˇ p0, Y q P RpD8p˜ q( ,
where D8p˜ is as defined in Theorem 3.
Proof. We prove only the second statement since the proof of the first statement is
similar. Define H : tζ : |ζ| ă 1u ˆ Ω Ñ Pn˜ by H :“ Fp˜ ˝G so that, in particular,
Hp0, rXq “ Fp˜pGp0, rXqq “ Fp˜p0q “ p˜. By Theorem 10, the adjoint of the derivative
of H at p0, rXq is given by
pH 1pζ, rXqq‹ “ pG1pζ, rXqq‹ ˝ pF 1p˜pGpζ, rXqqq‹
“ R ˝ Tp˜ ˝ pF 1p˜pGpζ, rXqqq‹ by (46).
Therefore,
pH 1p0, rXqq‹ “ R ˝ Tp˜ ˝ pF 1p˜p0qq‹ by (44)
“ R ˝ Tp˜ ˝ pF 1p˜p0qq´1 by (27).
(48)
Since Tp˜, R and F
1
p˜p0q are injective, so is pH 1p0, rXqq‹.
Define fˆ : tζ : |ζ| ă 1u ˆ ΩÑ R by
fˆpζ,Xq :“ pf ˝Hqpζ,Xq @ pζ,Xq P tζ : |ζ| ă 1u ˆ Ω,
so that
fpXq“ fˆp0, Xq“ fˆpζ,Xq“pf ˝Hqpζ,Xq @ pζ,Xq P tζ : |ζ| ă 1u ˆ Ω. (49)
Take g :“ f and h :“ fˆ in Theorem 11. Then by Theorems 3 and 11, fˆ is sub-
differentially regular at pζ, rXq and
Bfˆpζ, rXq “ Bfˆp0, rXq by (49)
“ pH 1p0, rXqq‹BfpHp0, rXqq
“ R ˝ Tp˜ ˝ pF 1p˜p0qq´1BfpHp0, rXqq by (48)
“ R ˝ Tp˜ ˝ pF 1p˜p0qq´1F 1p˜p0q ˝ T ´1p˜ pDp˜q by (30)
“ RpDp˜q.
Similarly, B8fˆpζ, rXq “ RpD8p˜ q. By (49), fˆpζ, rXq is constant on tζ : |ζ| ă 1u so
[19, Corollary 10.11] on partial subdifferentiation tells us that the first component
of every element of Bfˆp0, rXq is zero. Hence, the final result also follows from [19,
Corollary 10.11]. 
Remark 13. This result recovers the subdifferential regularity of the spectral ab-
scissa [11, Theorem 8.1] and the formula for its subdifferential in [11, Theorem 7.2]
in the case of nonderogatory active eigenvalues.
Corollary 14 (Explicit Subdifferential Representation). Assume the hypotheses of
Theorem 12 with (3) holding. Then Y P Bfp rXq if and only if there exists Uj P
Cnjˆnj for j P t1, . . . ,mu such thatrP´˚Y rP “ Diag p0n0ˆn0 , U1 . . . , Umq,
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where Uj is lower triangular Toeplitz with diagonal entries ´µj1, subdiagonal entries
´µj2, and parameters γj ě 0 satisfying
řm
j“1 γj “ 1,
µj1“γjp∇fpλ˜jq{njq and x´µj2,∇fpλ˜jq2yCďpγj{njqf2pλ˜j ; i∇fpλ˜jq, i∇fpλ˜jqq.
6. Matrices: the general case
In Section 5, we use the Arnold form (see Theorem 5) to simultaneously derive a
representation for the subdifferential and establish the subdifferential regularity of
convexly generated spectral max functions at matrices with nonderogatory active
eigenvalues. In this section, we extend techniques developed in [11, Theorem 7.2]
for the spectral abscissa to derive a representation for the regular subdifferential of
spectral max functions even when some active eigenvalues are derogatory. We do
not derive formulas for the general (limiting) subdifferential (see (13)). Formulas in
the derogatory case are, for the most part, unknown even for the spectral abscissa1.
6.1. Review of results from [11]. Define Λ : Cnˆn Ñ Cn to be the mapping
that takes a matrix X to its vector of eigenvalues, repeated according to algebraic
multiplicity and ordered lexicographically (see §3.1). Any function of the form
ψ :“ h ˝ Λ, where h : Cn Ñ R is invariant under permutations of its arguments, is
a spectral function (see §1).
Now assume that the set rΞ “ tλ˜1, . . . , λ˜mu in (33) is the complete set of distinct
eigenvalues of rX P Cnˆn with algebraic multiplicities n1, . . . , nm (so that n “řm
j“1 nj) and geometric multiplicities q1, . . . , qm. We use the Jordan form notation
described in (34) and (35), where the matrix rB is no longer present. Recall the
following results from [11].
Theorem 15. [11, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2] Let rX be as given above and let ψ be a
spectral function. If Y is a subgradient or horizon subgradient of ψ at rX, then
W :“ rP´˚Y rP˚ (50)
satisfies
W “ Diag pW1, . . . ,Wmq, (51)
where
Wj :“
»——–
W
p11q
j ¨ ¨ ¨ W p1qjqj
...
. . .
...
W
pqj1q
j ¨ ¨ ¨ W pqjqjqj
fiffiffifl , (52)
with W
prsq
j a rectangular mjr ˆ mjs lower triangular Toeplitz matrix for r “
1, . . . , qj , s “ 1, . . . , qj , j “ 1, . . . ,m.
If Y is further assumed to be a regular subgradient of ψ at rX, then
Wj “ Diag pW p11qj , . . . ,W pqjqjqj q, (53)
where W
pkkq
j is an mjkˆmjk lower triangluar Toeplitz matrix with diagonal θj1 and
subdiagonals θjs, s “ 2, . . . ,mjk, k “ 1, . . . , qj , j “ 1, . . . ,m, and
řqj
k“1mjk “ nj.
1Grundel and Overton derive the general subdifferential in the simplest derogatory, defective
case when n “ 3 for the spectral abscissa in [14]. The nondefective (or semisimple) case is treated
in [11, Theorem 8.3].
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Remark 16. By lower triangular Toeplitz, we mean that the value of the k, ℓ entry
of W
prsq
j depends only on the difference k´ ℓ (is constant along the diagonals), and
is zero if k ă ℓ or mjr ´ k ą mjs ´ ℓ (is zero above the main diagonal, drawn from
either the top left or bottom right of the block).
Observe that Φn (see (5)) is smooth since each coefficient is a polynomial in the
entries of X . The next result provides an expression for one-sided C-derivatives of
Φn with respect to a given direction.
Lemma 17. [11, Lemma 7.1] Let rX P Cnˆn and Z P Cnˆn be given, and assumerX has Jordan form (34). Define p PMn by
p :“ Φnp rXq “śmj“1epnj,λ˜jq,
where Φn and epℓ,λ0q are defined in (5) and (16), respectively. Set
V :“ rPZ rP´1, (54)
and let Vjj be the njˆnj diagonal block of V corresponding to block Jj of the matrix
J defined in (34). Then the action of the C-derivative Φ1np rXq is
Φ1np rXqZ “ ´řmj“1 ´śmk“1, k‰j epnk,λ˜kq¯´řmjℓ“1tr ´N ℓ´1rjs Vjj¯ epnj´ℓ,λ˜jq¯ (55)
for all Z P Cnˆn, where
Nrjs :“ Diag pNj1, . . . , Njqj q (56)
with Njk defined in (35). Nrjs :“ Diag pNj1, . . . , Njqj q with Njk defined in (35).
Theorem 18. Suppose f is as in (1), where
∇f is continuous at λ˜j with ∇fpλ˜jq ‰ 0 @ j P Ifp rXq. (57)
Define
σj :“
#
θj1{∇fpλ˜jq, j P Ifp rXq
0, j R Ifp rXq, (58)
where θj1 is given in (53), and set σ :“ rσ1, . . . , σ1, . . . , σm, . . . , σmsT P Cn, where
each σj is repeated nj times. Let rX have Jordan form (34), set
△n´1 :“ tγ P Rn | 0 ď γi, i “ 1, . . . , n,
řn
i“1 γi “ 1u, (59)
and assume that Y is a regular subgradient for f at rX. Then Y satisfies (52) and
(53), and we have the following:
(a) [11, Theorem 6.1] For all j P t1, . . . ,mu,
j R Ifp rXq ùñ Wj “ 0, (60)
where Wj is given in (53).
(b) [11, Theorem 5.2, Equations 6.5, 6.6] We have σ P △n´1 with σj “ 0 if j R
Ifp rXq. In particular, this implies that
σj ě 0 and
ř
jPIfp
ĂXq njσj “ 1. (61)
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(c) [11, Theorem 5.3] If, in addition, the second R-derivative of f is continuous
at each λ˜j for j P Ifp rXq, then
xθj2, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ě ´σjηj whenever mj ě 2, (62)
where σj is given in (58), θj2 is given in (53), mj is given in (36), and
ηj :“ f2pλ˜j ; i∇fpλ˜jq, i∇fpλ˜jqq. (63)
6.2. The regular subdifferential and its recession cone. The main result of
Section 6 now follows.
Theorem 19 (Regular subdifferential formula). Let rX have Jordan form (34)
with the distinct eigenvalues rΞ having geometric multiplicities q1, . . . , qm. Suppose
f satisfies (3) at each λ˜j for j P Ifp rXq and (57) holds. Then Y P Bˆfp rXq if and only
if Y satisfies (50)-(53) and (60)-(62).
Proof. We follow the pattern of proof established in [11, Theorem 7.2] for the
spectral abscissa. Let Y P Bˆfp rXq. By Theorems 15 and 18, Y satisfies (50)-(53)
and (60)-(62), respectively.
Next suppose that Y P Cnˆn satisfies conditions (50)-(53) and (60)-(62). We
prove that Y is a regular subgradient, that is,
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
ď dfp rXqpZq, for all Z P Cnˆn. (64)
By applying the chain rule (see Theorem 11), we obtain
dfp rXqpZq “ dpf ˝ Φnqp rXqpZq ě dfpΦnp rXqqpΦ1np rXqZq, (65)
where the action Φ1np rXqZ is given in (55) and f is defined in (2). Set p :“ Φnp rXq
in (65) to obtain
dfp rXqpZq ě dfppqpΦ1np rXqZq. (66)
By (50)-(53) and (60),
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
“ xW,V y
Cnˆn
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXqřmjℓ“1Repθjℓtr pN ℓ´1rjs Vjjqq,
where V is defined in (54). Set ωjℓ :“ ´tr pN ℓ´1rjs Vjjq for ℓ “ 1, . . . ,mj, j P Ifp rXq.
Then
xW,V y
Cnˆn
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXqřmjℓ“1Repθjℓp´ωjℓqq.
If either (31) or (32) in Theorem 4 fails for some j P Ifp rXq, then the subderivative
dfppqpΦ1np rXqZq is infinite, in which case (64) is trivially satisfied. If (31) and (32)
in Theorem 4 hold for all j P Ifp rXq, then
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
“ř
jPIfp
ĂXqpRepθj1p´ωj1qq`Repθj2p´ωj2qq q,
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXqRepσj∇fpλ˜jqp´ωj1qq´Repθj2 ωj2q by (58),
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXq σjRep∇fpλ˜jqp´ωj1qq´Repθj2 ωj2q by (61),
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXq σjf 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q´Re `θj2 ωj2˘ by (14), (67)
where the second term in each line does not appear ifmj “ 1 (see (36)). Recall that
for all j P Ifp rXq, ωj2 satisfies (31), which, since f satisfies (3) at λ˜j , is equivalent
to
ωj2 “ tjp∇fpλ˜jqq2 for some tj ě 0 (68)
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by [9, Lemma 4]. Therefore,
xθj2, f 1pλ˜jq2yC ě ´σjηj by (62), which implies
Repθj2 ωj2q ě ´tjσjηj by (68), which implies
´Repθj2 ωj2q ď tjσjf2pλ˜j ; i f 1pλ˜jq, i f 1pλ˜jqq, by (63), which implies
´Repθj2 ωj2q ď σjf2pλ˜j ;
a´ωj2,a´ωj2 q. (69)
Plugging (69) into (67) yields
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXqpσjf 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q ´ Repθj2ωj2qq
ď ř
jPIfp
ĂXqpσjf 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q ` σjf2pλ˜j ;?´ωj2,?´ωj2qq
“ ř
jPIfp
ĂXq σjnjpf 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q ` f2pλ˜j ;?´ωj2,?´ωj2qq{nj
ď max
jPIfp
ĂXq
!
pf 1pλ˜j ;´ωj1q ` f2pλ˜j ;?´ωj2,?´ωj2qq{nj
)
by (61)
“ dfppqpΦ1np rXqZq,
where the last equality holds by Theorem 4. Combining this with (66) gives (64).

Remark 20. Theorem 19 establishes the formula for the regular subdifferential of
f at a matrix with any number of derogatory or nonderogatory active eigenvalues.
The theorem recovers the formula for the regular subdifferential in the case where all
active eigenvalues are nonderogatory (see Corollary 14). In Section 7, it is shown
that although Theorem 19 does not directly apply to the spectral radius, it can still
be used to derive its regular subdifferential.
Theorem 21 (Recession cone of the regular subdifferential). Assume the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 19. Then Y P Bˆfp rXq8 if and only if Y satisfies (50)-(53), (60),
and, for j P Ifp rXq, the diagonal entries θj1 in (53) satisfy
θj1 “ 0, (70)
and, if in addition mj ě 2 (see (36)), the subdiagonal entries θj2 in (53) satisfy
xθj2, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ě 0. (71)
Proof. First suppose Y P Bˆfp rXq8. Since Bˆfp rXq is convex, Z ` tY P Bˆfp rXq for all
Z P Bˆfp rXq and t ě 0 by the definition of recession cone. By Theorem 15, bothrP´˚Z rP˚ and rP´˚pZ ` tY q rP˚ satisfy (50)-(53) for all Z P Bˆfp rXq and t ě 0. In
particular, both rP´˚Z rP˚ and rP´˚pZ ` tY q rP˚ are block diagonal matrices, with
each block a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix where the blocks corresponding to
the same eigenvalue have the same diagonal entries. Therefore, rP´˚Y rP˚ has the
block structure specified in (50)-(53). By Theorem 18, Y also satisfies (60).
For Z P Bˆfp rXq, denote the diagonal entries of the jth block of rP´˚Z rP˚ by zj1.
By Theorem 18, Z ` tY satisfies (61) for all t ě 0, that is,ř
jPIfp
ĂXqnjpzj1 ` tθj1q{∇fpλ˜jq “ 1
and pzj1 ` tθj1q{∇fpλ˜jq ě 0 for all j P Ifp rXq and t ě 0. Therefore, θj1 “ 0 for all
j P Ifp rXq, proving (70). If, in addition, mj ě 2 (see (36)), denote the subdiagonal
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entries of rP´˚Z rP˚ by zj2. By Theorem 18, Z ` tY satisfies (62), that is,
xpzj2 ` tθj2q, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ě ´pzj1 ` tθj1qηj{∇fpλ˜jq
for all j P Ifp rXq and t ě 0. Since θj1 “ 0, this becomes
xzj2, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ` txθj2, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ě ´zj1ηj{∇fpλ˜jq
for all t ě 0 and Z P Bˆfp rXq. Since, by (62),
xzj2, p∇fpλ˜jqq2yC ě ´zj1ηj{∇fpλ˜jq
for all j P Ifp rXq with mj ě 2, (71) follows.
Now suppose Y P Cnˆn satisfies (50)-(53), (60), (70), and, for j P Ifp rXq with
mj ě 2, (71). Then for any t ě 0 and Z P Bˆfp rXq, the matrix Z ` tY satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 19, which implies that Z ` tY P Bˆfp rXq, proving the reverse
inclusion. 
6.3. Nonderogatory active eigenvalues are necessary for regularity. The-
orem 12 shows that nonderogatory active eigenvalues are sufficient for the sub-
differential regularity of f. We now show this condition is also necessary.
Lemma 22. In (33), let rΞ be the complete set of distinct eigenvalues of rX P Cnˆn,
and suppose f satisfies (57). If λ˜j is derogatory for some j P Ifp rXq, then Bfp rXq Ľ
Bˆfp rXq.
Proof. We follow the method of proof in [11, Theorem 8.2] for the spectral abscissa.
Let j P Ifp rXq be such that λ˜j is derogatory. Then the geometric multiplicity of λ˜j is
at least 2. Since f is differentiable at λ˜j , λ˜j P int pdom pfqq. This together with the
fact that∇fpλ˜jq ‰ 0 implies λ˜j is not a local maximizer of f . Therefore, there exists
λν Ñ λ˜j with fpλνq ą fpλ˜jq. Set βν :“ λν ´ λ˜j and define Xν :“ rP´1pJ ` βνEq rP
where rP and J are defined in (34), and the entries of E are one in the mj1 diagonal
positions corresponding to the Jordan sub-block J
p1q
j with all other entries zero.
Clearly Xν Ñ rX. The only active eigenvalue of Xν is λν , with multiplicity mj1,
and J ` βνE is the Jordan form of Xν, up to re-ordering of the Jordan blocks. By
Theorem 19, BˆfpXνq includes the matrix p∇fpλνq{mj1q rP˚E rP´˚ for all ν, which
implies p∇fpλ˜jq{mj1q rP˚E rP´˚ P Bfp rXq. However, p∇fpλ˜jq{mj1q rP˚E rP´˚ R Bˆfp rXq
since p∇fpλ˜jq{mj1q rP˚E rP´˚ does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 19 because
the diagonal entries of Wj are 0 for blocks mj2 to mjqj but are nonzero for block
mj1. Therefore, Bfp rXq Ľ Bˆfp rXq. 
The following result follows as an immediate consequence of Theorem 12 and the
preceding lemma.
Theorem 23. Let f : C Ñ R be proper, convex, lsc, and let f be the associated
spectral max function as in (1). Suppose that rX P Cnˆn f satisfies (3) at all active
eigenvalues of rX. Then f is subdifferentially regular at rX if and only if the active
eigenvalues of rX are nonderogatory.
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7. Application to the spectral radius
Let r : C Ñ R be the complex modulus map rpζq :“ |ζ|. The polynomial
radius r : Pn Ñ R and the spectral radius ρ : Cnˆn Ñ R are given by rppq “
maxtrpλq | ppλq “ 0u and ρpXq “ maxtrpλq | detpλI ´Xq “ 0u, respectively. The
results of the previous sections do not directly apply to ρ as (3) is not satisfied,
since r2pλ; tλ, tλq “ 0 for all λ ‰ 0 and t P R, and r1p0q does not exist (see §2.2).
As in [9], we overcome these hurdles by introducing the function r2pζq :“ |ζ|2 {2.
Since ∇2r2pλq is the identity map on C, r2 satisfies (3) on all of C. Set ρ2p rXq :“
maxt|λ|2 {2 | detpλI ´ rXq “ 0u. The strategy is to first consider the case ρp rXq ą 0
using ρ2 and then to directly consider the case ρp rXq “ 0. When ρp rXq ą 0, the
relationship between the regular subdifferentials of ρ and ρ2 is a consequence of the
following result.
Lemma 24. Let rX P Cnˆn be such that ρp rXq ą 0. Then
Tepipρqp rX,µq “ tpV, η{µq|pV, ηq P Tepipρ2qp rX,µ2{2qu, andpNepipρqp rX,µq “ tpW,µτq|pW, τq P pNepipρ2qp rX,µ2{2qu.
Proof. Recall the definitions of the tangent and regular normal cones given in (11)
and (12), respectively. The elementary proof of the tangent cone equality is identical
to that in [9, Lemma 7] with polynomials replaced by matrices and the root max
function replaced by the spectral max function. The regular normal cone expression
follows by taking polars (12). 
Theorem 25 (ρp rXq ą 0). Let rX have Jordan form (34) with ρp rXq ą 0. Then
Y P Bˆρp rXq if and only if Y satisfies (50)-(53), (60), and, for j P Iρp rXq, the diagonal
entries θj1 of Wj satisfy
θj1{λ˜j P R, θj1{λ˜j ě 0, and
ř
jPIρpĂXqnjθj1|λ˜j |{λ˜j “ 1, (72)
and, if in addition mj ě 2 (see (36)), the subdiagonal entries θj2 of Wj satisfy
Re
´
θj2λ˜
2
j
¯
ě ´θj1|λ˜j |2{λ˜j . (73)
Moreover, Y P Bˆρp rXq8 if and only if Y satisfies (50)-(53), θj1 “ 0 for all j P
t1, . . .mu, and, for j PIρp rXq with mjě2, Repθj2λ˜2j qě0. Finally, ρ is subdifferen-
tially regular at rX if all active eigenvalues are nonderogatory.
Remark 26. The proof uses the following formula for the subderivative of the
polynomial radius when p PMn and rppq ą 0:
drpp˜qpvq “ maxjPIrpp˜q
!´
|ωj2| ´ Repλ˜jωj1q
¯
{p|λ˜j |njq
)
,
where v “ řmj“1śk‰j epnk,λ˜kqřnjs“1 ωjsepnj´s,λ˜jq, provided that ωj2 P cone pλ˜2j q and
ωjs “ 0 for s “ 3, . . . , nj; otherwise, drpp˜qpvq “ `8.
Proof. We first address the regular subdifferential formula. We omit the full proof
since it parallels the proof of Theorem 19. We describe a few key ingredients specific
to the radius. First, the following formulas are needed (see [9, Section 5])
∇rpζq “ ζ{|ζ| @ ζ P Czt0u, (74)
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and
r2pζ; δ, δq “ p1{|δ|q
´
|δ|2 ´ xζ{|ζ|, δy2
C
¯
@ ζ, δ P Czt0u.
Applying these formulas to the quantity ηj in (63) imply that ηj “ 1{|λ˜j |, that
display (61) is equivalent to (72), and that display (62) is equivalent to (73). Second,
note that the hypotheses of Theorems 15 and 18, which are applied in the proof
of Theorem 19, do not require that r satisfy (3). They only require that r be
differentiable, which is the case on Czt0u. Finally, the explicit formula for the
subderivative of r in Remark 26 is utilized.
Next, the formula for the recession cone of the regular subdifferential parallels
that of Theorem 21.
Lastly, we discuss the subdifferential regularity in the case where rX has non-
derogatory active eigenvalues and ρp rXq ą 0. The map r2 : CÑ R satisfies (3) at λ
for all λ P C. Therefore ρ2 is subdifferentially regular at rX by Theorem 12. Using
Lemma 24, it is straightforward to establish the subdifferential regularity of ρ (see
[19, Definitions 6.4 and 7.25]—Clarke regularity of the epigraph is subdifferential
regularity). 
When ρp rXq “ 0, rX has a single eigenvalue, 0, with algebraic multiplicity n. For
this reason, we suppress the index “j” in (50)-(53).
Theorem 27 (ρp rXq “ 0). Let rX P Cnˆn be such that ρp rXq “ 0. Then Y P Bˆρp rXq
if and only if Y satisfies (50)-(53) and
|θ1| ď 1{n, (75)
where θ1 is the diagonal entry of P
´˚Y rP˚. Moreover, Y P Bˆρp rXq8 if and only if
Y satisfies (50)-(53) and θ1 “ 0. Finally, ρ is subdifferentially regular at rX if rX
is nonderogatory.
Proof. We first prove the regular subdifferential formula. Note that the character-
istic polynomial of rX is epn,0q. We will use the fact that
Y P Bˆρp rXq if and only if xY, Zy ď dρp rXqpZq for all Z P Cnˆn. (76)
Suppose Y P Cnˆn satisfies (50)-(53) and (75). By the chain rule [19, Theorem
10.6],
dρp rXqpZq ě drpΦnp rXqqpΦ1np rXqZq “ drpepn,0qqpΦ1np rXqZq (77)
for all Z P Cnˆn. By [9, Theorem 11],
drpepn,0qqpΦ1np rXqZq “
#
|tr pV q| {n if tr pNs´1V q “ 0 for s “ 2, . . . , n
`8 otherwise, (78)
where V is given in (54) and N P Cnˆn is the nilpotent matrix in (56) (with
j’s suppressed). The inequality in (76) is trivially satisfied if tr pNs´1V q ‰ 0 for
some s “ 2, . . . , n since in this case drpepn,0qqpΦ1np rXqZq is infinite, which implies
dρp rXqpZq is infinite by (77). So suppose tr pNs´1V q “ 0 for s “ 2, . . . , n. By (53)
and (60),
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
“ xW,V y
Cnˆn
“
nÿ
ℓ“1
Repθℓtr pN ℓ´1V qq,
which simplifies to
Repθ1tr pV qq “ xθ1, tr pV qyC .
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Therefore,
xY, Zy
Cnˆn
“ xθ1, tr pV qyC
ď max
ζPB
xζ{n, tr pV qy
C
by (75)
“ |tr pV q| {n
“ drpepn,0qqpqpλqq by (78)
ď dρp rXqpZq by (77).
Condition (76) applied to the inequality above implies Y P BˆρpXq.
Now suppose Y P Bˆρp rXq. By Theorem 15, Y satisfies (50)-(53). Choose Z :“rP´1V rP with V :“ θ1I. By the definition of subderivative in (2.3) (using ρp rXq “ 0),
dρp rXqpZq “ lim inf
tÓ0, rZÑZ ρp rX ` t rZq{t
ď lim inf
tÓ0
ρp rX ` tZq{t
“ lim inf
tÓ0
ρpN ` tV q{t, where N is given in (56)
“ lim inf
tÓ0
t |θ1| {t, since the only eigenvalue of N ` tV is tθ1,
“ |θ1| .
By combining (76) and the inequality above,
|θ1| ě dpp rXqpZq ě xY, ZyCnˆn “ x rP´˚Y rP˚, V yCnˆn “ Repθ1tr pV qq “ n |θ1|2 ,
which implies 1{n ě |θ1|, giving (75).
The formula for the recession cone of the regular subdifferential parallels that of
Theorem 21.
Finally, we show that nonderogatory active eigenvalues are sufficient for regular-
ity. Suppose Y P Bρp rXq. Then, by Theorem 15,
rP´˚Y rP˚ “ nÿ
ℓ“1
θℓpN˚qℓ´1, (79)
that is, Y is lower triangular Toeplitz and has only one eigenvalue, θ1. By definition
of subgradient (13), there exists Xν
νÝÑ rX and Y ν P BˆρpXνq with Y ν νÝÑY . Since
the set of nonderogatory matrices is open in Cnˆn, we may without loss in generality
assume that Xν is nonderogatory for all ν. If there is an infinite subsequence with
ρpXνq “ 0, then Xν “ rX along this subsequence and there is nothing more to
show. So suppose ρpXνq ą 0 for all ν. Since there are only finitely many partitions
of n, we may assume (by passing to a subsequence if necessary) that the distinct
eigenvalues of Xν are λν1 , . . . , λ
ν
m with multiplicities n1, . . . , nm with λ
ν
j Ñ 0 for
j “ 1, . . . ,m and that the set of active indices rI :“ IρpXνq is constant with respect
to ν. By Theorem 25, there exist nonsingular P ν for all ν such that the diagonal
of pP νq´˚Y νpP νq˚ equals pθν11, . . . , θν1n1 , . . . , θνm1, . . . , θνmnmq, which satisfy
θνj1{λνj PR, θj1{λνj ě 0, for j P rI, ÿ
jPrI
njθ
ν
j1
ˇˇ
λνj
ˇˇ {λνj “1, and θνj1“0 for j R rI.
Recall from (74) that ∇rpλq “ λ{|λ|. By the compactness of B, we may assume that
there exist φj P B such that ∇rpλνj q Ñ φj for j P rI. The remainder of this proof
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follows that of [2, Theorem 7.3]. Rewrite the summation in the previous displayed
equation as ř
jPrI njθνj1{∇rpλνj q “ 1
using (74). Define
γνj :“
#
njθ
ν
j1{∇rpλνj q, if j P rI,
0, if j R rI.
Then pγν1 , . . . , γνmq P ∆m´1, the simplex defined in (59). Since ∆m´1 is compact,
and by passing to a subsequence if necessary, there exists pγ1, . . . , γmq P ∆m´1
such that pγν1 , . . . , γνmq Ñ pγ1, . . . , γmq. The eigenvalues of Y ν are θν11, . . . , θνm1
with multiplicities n1, . . . , nm, and they converge to θ1, the only eigenvalue of Y .
Therefore,
lim
νÑ8
γνj∇rpλνj q “ γjφj “ njθ1
for j “ 1, . . . ,m. Summing over j, we haveřm
j“1γjφj “
řm
j“1njθ1 “ θ1
řm
j“1nj “ θ1n.
Since pγ1, . . . , γmq P ∆m´1, and φj P B for all j,
|θ1|n “
ˇˇˇřm
j“1γjφj
ˇˇˇ
ď řmj“1γj |φj | ď řmj“1γj “ 1,
which implies |θ1| ď 1{n.
Now suppose Y P B8ρp rXq. By Theorem 15, representation (79) holds. By
definition of horizon subgradient (2.3), there exist Xν
νÝÑ rX, sν Ó 0 and Y ν P
BˆρpXνq with sνY ν νÝÑY . Set V :“ θ1I and Z :“ rP´1V rP . Computing the inner
product,
xY, p rX ` tZq ´ rXyCnˆn “ t xY, ZyCnˆn “ t xW,V yCnˆn “ tn |θ1|2 . (80)
Since Y ν P BˆρpXνq,
ρpXν ` tZq ´ ρpXνq ě xY ν , pXν ` tZq ´Xνy
Cnˆn
` op||tZ||q,
for all t ą 0, which implies
sνpρpXν ` tZq ´ ρpXνqq ě xsνY ν, pXν ` tZq ´Xνy
Cnˆn
` sνop||tZ||q
for all t ą 0. Taking the limit as ν Ñ 8 gives
0 ě xY, p rX ` tZq ´ rXyCnˆn, which, by (80), implies
0 ě tn |θ1|2 ě 0,
that is, θ1 “ 0. 
Theorem 28 (Derogatory active eigenvalues). Suppose rX P Cnˆn has a derogatory
active eigenvalue. Then Bρp rXq Ľ Bˆρp rXq.
Proof. Let rX P Cnˆn. For the case ρp rXq ą 0, see the proof of Theorem 22.
Suppose ρp rXq “ 0 and that the eigenvalue 0 is derogatory. Let εν Ó 0 and set Xν :“rP pJ`ενEq rP´1, where J and rP are defined in (34) (with the index j suppressed and
where the matrix rB does not appear) and E is one in the firstm1 diagonal positions
corresponding to block J1 and is zero elsewhere. The matrix X
ν has exactly one
active eigenvalue, εν , with multiplicity m1, and rP pJ ` ενEq rP´1 is the Jordan form
of Xν. By Theorem 25, BˆρpXνq includes the matrix p1{m1q rP´˚E rP˚ for all ν.
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Therefore, p1{m1q rP´˚E rP˚ P Bρp rXq. Yet by Theorem 15, p1{m1q rP´˚E rP˚ R Bˆρp rXq
since its diagonal entries are zero for blocks m2 to mq but nonzero for block m1, i.e.
the diagonal entries are not equal. Therefore, Bρp rXq Ľ Bˆρp rXq if rX has a derogatory
active eigenvalue. 
Theorem 29. The spectral radius is subdifferentially regular at rX P Cnˆn if and
only if all active eigenvalues of rX are nonderogatory.
7.1. Examples. First consider the matrix
A “
»– 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 ´1
fifl ,
which has two nonderogatory active eigenvalues, 1 and ´1. By Theorem 25, Y P
BρpAq if and only if there exist θ11, θ12, θ21 P C such that
Y “
»– θ11 0 0θ12 θ11 0
0 0 θ21
fifl ,
where Repθ12q ě ´θ11, θ11 P r0,8q, θ21 P p´8, 0s, and 2θ11 ´ θ21 “ 1. Second
consider the matrix2
B “
»– 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
fifl .
By Theorem 25, Y P BˆρpBq if and only if
Y “ 1
3
I `
»– 0 0 0θ 0 0
0 0 0
fifl , (81)
where Repθq ě ´1{3. Next consider the sequence of matrices
Bν :“ B `Diag p0, 0, 1{νq
for ν P N. The only active eigenvalue of Bν is p1 ` 1{νq, which is nonderogatory.
By Theorem 25, M :“ Diag p0, 0, 1q P BˆρpBνq for all ν, which implies M P BρpBq,
yet M R BˆρpBq since it does not satisfy the form given in (81), i.e. the diagonal
entries are not equal.
8. Summary
This paper extends the variational results for the spectral abscissa mapping in
[11] to convexly generated spectral max functions. Two very different methods of
analysis are applied. The first uses the Arnold form (§4.1) and tools from [5]. A
nonsmooth chain rule is applied to the composition of the characteristic polynomial
mapping and a max root function for polynomials (6). The subdifferential theory
for polynomial max root functions is developed in [2], which in turn builds on the
work in [8, 9]. The key technical breakthroughs for the first approach appear in
§4.2 culminating in Theorem 10, which describes the variational behavior of the
mapping G taking a matrix to its distinct active monomial factors on the space
Sp˜. This yields our first main result, Theorem 12, which gives a formula for the
2The matrix B ´ I is in the family of matrices considered in [14] for the spectral abscissa.
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subdifferential and establishes subdifferential regularity when all active eigenvalues
are nonderogatory.
The major drawback to Theorem 12 is the requirement that all of the active
eigenvalues be nonderogatory. It is this hypothesis that gives access to our polyno-
mial results through Theorem 10. Our second line of attack avoids the polynomial
results by appealing directly to underlying matrix structures. This approach ex-
tends results in [11] to convexly generated spectral max functions when possible.
In Theorem 19, we characterize the regular subgradients of a convexly generated
spectral max function without assuming nonderogatory active eigenvalues. In ad-
dition, Lemma 22 shows that nonderogatory active eigenvalues are necessary for
subdifferential regularity. Combined with our earlier results, we obtain Theorem
23, which shows that subdifferential regularity occurs if and only if all active eigen-
values are nonderogatory. This neatly extends the 2001 result of Burke and Overton
for the spectral abscissa [11] to the class of convexly generated spectral max func-
tions satisfying (3).
The results are applied in Section 7 to obtain new variational properties for the
spectral radius mapping.
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